TreeLight Yoga Meditation Bench

Quick Start Guide
Use the TreeLight Yoga Bench for sitting, for meditation, for rehabilitation, and for Yoga!

For Sitting and Meditation
o Easily achieve the neutral, upright position that is so beneficial for meditation.
o Sit upright, to eliminate back pain.
o Choose one of many sitting positions.
o It’s easy to get up and down.
o Start as though sitting in a chair.
o Gradually progress to more advanced positions, without pain in the knees, hips, or ankles.
o Change positions whenever you need to.

For Yoga & Rehabilitation
o Do sitting asanas specifically designed to improve the flexibility you need for sitting.
o Do supported versions of standard asanas.

To Eliminate Back Pain
o Lumbar-support cushions create good posture—but weaken the muscles you need to maintain it.
o Use the sitting bench for 20 minutes a day—meditating, reading, playing music, or watching TV.
o Build the strength to maintain back comfort all day long!

Setting Up the Bench
For Sitting & Meditation

For Yoga

7 Levels of Support with a single Yoga Block!

Helpful Accessories
Support Cushion

Yoga Blocks

Small Leg Cushion(s)

For back bends & higher support.

One is sufficient. Two is ideal.

Place under your legs, as needed.
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Basic Sitting Positions
Two feet on floor

One foot on floor

Both feet up

Basic Resting / Warming-Up Positions
Use these for variety.

Knee up, foot tucked

Knee up, foot on floor

Knee up, leg out, leaning

Sitting-Flexibility Asanas
Use these to build flexibility in the hips and groin.

Rotate Upper & Lower Legs
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Standard Asanas
Tree Pose

Tall Camel

Standing Dive

Lunging
Warrior

Triangle

Wheel

Reclining Warrior

Plow
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Cross-Legged Positions
A variety of ways to sit. Gradually move to more advanced positions. Change positions as needed.

Easy Pose

Tibetan / Burmese

Perfect Pose

(feet under legs)

(feet parallel)

(one foot on calf)

Quarter Lotus

Half Lotus

Lotus

Tailor’s Pose
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Find Your Meditation Position
In your ideal meditation position, your back is upright, stable, and balanced. Your legs can be any number
of positions. But your back must be properly aligned. When it is balanced, it takes very little muscular
effort to maintain your position. To achieve that position, however, you need a) To know where it is, and
b) Have sufficient flexibility (in some areas) and sufficient strength (in others) to achieve it.
The bench itself and the “sitting asanas” shown earlier will help you acquire the flexibility you need.
The Bench Yoga book includes practices that develop strength, precisely where it is needed. But it all
starts with finding your ideal position, so you know where it is:
1. Start by sitting in a comfortable position. (Many people find it helpful to sit with one leg on the
bench and one on the floor, even if they never sit with their legs crossed.)
2. Lift upwards through the spine, as though someone was pulling your head straight up.
3. Lean forward, until your head is over the center point.
4. Without moving your lower back, raise your head and upper back so they are upright, rather than
leaning forward.
5. Be aware of tension in your lower back. Keeping your back in that semi-arched position, lean back
slightly until that sense of strain goes away.
6. At this point, the tip of your nose is at or just behind the center point.
7. Be aware of any tension in the back of your neck.
8. To make that tension go away, pull your chin inward slightly, so eyes are level with the ground and
your ears are directly over your shoulders.
9. Once again, lift upward through your spine as though someone was pulling your head straight up.

Breathe Into Position
Once you have found your point of upright balance, you will find it easier to achieve in the future. You will
recognize the feeling and go there straightaway. But as you meditate, it’s easy to get slightly out of
position. When you’re slightly out of alignment, your muscles fatigue more quickly, which takes you
further out of alignment.
When you notice that you are paying more attention to sore muscles in your back and neck than you
are to your meditation, it’s time to breathe into position:
1. As you inhale, stretch upward, as though a rope is pulling up from the top of your head.
2. As you exhale, relax.
3. Each time, the upright movement should be getting smaller. When there is virtually no movement
at all, you are your point of balance.

Learn More






Bench Yoga, Volume 1 of the Subtle Energy Yoga series, by Eric Armstrong.
Learn exercises you can do to improve your strength in the areas needed for sitting, plus
techniques for performing asanas that make them even more effective, and much more.
Other volumes in the Subtle Energy Yoga series.
Learn about energy-flow meditation—a practice that makes you happy, so you want to meditate.
Ask for them at your favorite bookstore and look for them on Amazon.
To find out about Bench Yoga workshops, to get announcements for new books and articles, and
for updates on the Yoga Bench and accessory products, join the Keys2Yoga announcement group:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/keys2yoga or follow Eric on Twitter: @ericTreeLight
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